Supplementary Figure S1 : Metabolites indicated by FIE-MS in negative ionisation mode that discriminate between lung squamous cell carcinoma and pair histologically normal tissue mapped on KEGG whole metabolism maps. The most significant compounds are indicated with light blue nodes.
Supplementary Figure S2 : Metabolites indicated by FIE-MS in positive ionisation mode that discriminate between lung squamous cell carcinoma and pair histologically normal tissue mapped on KEGG whole metabolism maps. The most significant compounds are indicated with pink nodes.
Supplementary Figure S3 : TCA metabolite accumulation in lung squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and paired samples (A) plotted as relative levels (only a-ketoglutarate; boxed in red, was significantly increased in SCC tissue) or (B) compared using hierarchical cluster analysis. No SSC associated clustering was observed. 
